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Local judge in the news again for poor decisions
Brevard County Judge prescribing chaos

Titusville, 30.04.2013, 13:53 Time

Joseph Kirk:The Objective Review - A brevard County Judge handing out death certificates and illegal adoptions is in the news
again. Judge John Dean Moxley denies orders to protect victims and aids criminals in the Brevard County Courthouse. It appears he
has a history of negligence and abuses of discretion resulting in victimizing t

Judge Moxley was educated at Duke university yet appears to have less legal knowledge than an average individual as he told the
Orlando Sentinel he could not be omniscient when his negligence resulted in the death of a 23 year old girl.

However it doesnt end there, apparently criminals prefer Moxley as one quoted Moxley Knows him and he will take care of it. How
does a judge allow criminals to rule the day in a court of law? Is he taking bribes or is it just intentional rage towards the decency of the
common good? These are the questions one begins to ponder as procedures are ignored, laws are broken and civil rights are violated
in his court.

One can only imagine the horror the victims face in his courtroom knowing his decisions cause death and abuse of the victims. It
appears almost sinister as he shows no remorse for the actions of negligence in his court. WFTV 9 investigated him earlier in the year
2010, but again he has made the news today.

Openly he refused to adhere to the law and stated "I'm not noticing anything from the Florida Bar." Chillingly he appears to be lawless
in his courtroom to all those victims living in fear.

Furthermore, the death and allowing criminals to flee wasn't enough and now he has moved on to children. Read More at
http://www.examiner.com/article/john-dean-moxley-a-negligent-brevard-county-judge-is-the-news-again

Article online:
https://www.uspa24.com/bericht-880/local-judge-in-the-news-again-for-poor-decisions.html
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